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BREEZE FOR WINDOWS™ is a complete text system for the development of electronic
books, which includes a full-featured word processor with spelling checker as well as an 
electronic book generator.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

--            Multiple Fonts, such as::

                                 Courier, Arial, Times Roman, 
System . . .
                                  . . . and as many windows fonts as you have installed on your system!

--           Multiple Character Sizes:
                                       5 Points

                                              10 Points
                                              12 Points

                                              20 Points
                                              30 Points
                                              and more...

-- Character Styles, such as:
Bold
Underline

                     Double Underline
Italic
Strike through
Superscript abc

Subscript abc

                                              



-- Imbedded Pictures

                                               One word says more than a thousand pictures!
-- Paragraph Controls:

Left, right and hanging indentation.
Paragraph Justification

Double Spacing
Line or Paragraph Centering

Line or Paragraph Right Justification

--            Spelling Checker.    - fast, comprehensive, and adaptable.

-- Tab Stops: Left Center Right Dec.imal

-- Unlimited Text Colors.

--          OLE and Drag/Drop Support.

-- Hidden and protected text.

--            Page header/footer, page break and automatic repagination.

--            Table, multiple section, multiple column editing in page mode.

-- Look through the menu for many more features.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTE:    This program is not free, but is being distributed on the "shareware", try-
before-you-buy principle.    To become a registered user of BREEZE, you need to
fill-out the accompanying registration form and send it to:

                                                            Kevin Solway
                                                            PO Box 207

                                    University of Queensland
                                                            St Lucia    4067
                                                            Australia

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



 
A word about user supported software:

The user supported software concept (usually referred to as shareware) is an 
attempt to provide software at low cost.    The cost of offering a new product 
by conventional means is staggering, and hence dissuades many independent
authors and small companies from developing and promoting their ideas.    
User supported software is an attempt to develop a new marketing channel, 
where products can be introduced at low cost.

If user supported software works, then everyone will benefit.    The user will 
benefit by receiving quality products at low cost, and by being able to "test 
drive" software thoroughly before purchasing it.    The author benefits by 
being able to enter the commercial software arena without first needing large
sources of venture capital.

But it can only work with your support.    We're not just talking about 
BREEZE here, but about all user supported software.    If you find that you 
are still using a program after a couple of weeks, then pretty obviously it is 
worth something to you, and you should send in a contribution.
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                Other programs by the same author:

POWER WORDS: 5000 quotes at your fingertips - fast!

CONTROL3:       File manager, lists three drives/directories on screen.

LIFEGAME:        Graphical simulation of natural systems.

And six computer books:

POISON FOR THE HEART:     The ultimate philosophy.



Written in an aphoristic style for those who don't like to waste their time 
with padding.    Discusses the law of cause and effect and its far reaching 
ramifications.    Investigates the nature of the ego, attachment, religion, men 
and women.    Arguably the only book a thinking person needs to read.

THE LOVE BASE:  for the idealistic spirit

"The love base" contains over TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY of the very 
best love poems to bring fire to even the coldest of hearts, and to awaken the
idealist within your soul.    Learn of love's beauty, fantastic love, erotic love, 
the contradictions of love,    love's lies, and the humour of love.

VENOM CRYSTALS:

A compilation of the most powerful spiritual/philosophical writings of all 
time.    Includes the best from Buddhism, Christianity, Taoism, Kierkegaard, 
and Nietzsche.

LETTERS BETWEEN ENEMIES:

Amazing correspondence between two thinkers.    Written in a very personal 
style, these writings describe the life experiences and the struggles of two 
genuine thinkers in their struggles to live a philosophic life.

WOMAN:

This is the bravest compilation of writings about women there has ever been.
To say these writings are dangerous would be an understatement.    For the 
first time, read the naked truth about women, and learn all it is unwise to 
know about them.    You are presented with a selection of astounding quotes 
about women, along with exceptional writings from Kierkegaard, Nietzsche,
Schopenhauer, and Freud.    There are also memorable writings from the 
Buddhist and Hindu philosophers.

EVIL WISDOM:



"Evil Wisdom" is a compilation of the very finest gems of deadly Eastern 
wisdom.    Includes the Bhagavad Gita, the Dhammapada, the Heart Sutra, 
and the Tao Te Ching, as well writings of Meister Eckhart and the 
magnificent Gospel of Thomas. 
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K-Install for Windows (used by Breeze) is available from:
Rob McDonell, Proprietor,    
ARK ANGLES,
Postal:            P O Box 190, Hazelbrook NSW 2779, AUSTRALIA
Phone:              (047)588100 or Intl+61-47-588100
Fax:                  (047)588638 or Intl+61-47-588638
Internet:        100237.141@compuserve.com
CompuServe:    100237,141
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